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BattleTech Field Manual plunges players into the deadly world of cash-and-carry warfare in the 31st

century and includes the secrets of more than 40 of the most famous mercenary units in the

BattleTech universe. The extensive game rules section gives players the tools to easily create their

own mercenary units from scratch, and rules for maintaining their unit from one battle to the next. 8

color plates, 50 b&w illustrations.
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If you play battletech seriously at all, this or something similar is going to pretty much be a

requirement. Mercenary forces make up the bulk of actions, and if you're not hiring one, you're likely

in one. This is the go-to source for the universes soldiers of fortune.

Just what I was looking for

This book is a wonderful resource that gives a lot of history on some of the more famous (and

infamous) mercenary units out there. It also gives a huge amount of information on how to create

your own mercenary unit and run it. Everything from creating a heroic commander, to determining

scenarios, to figuring out monthly payroll! It is wonderful!

Es un gran libro. Con Ã©l podrÃ¡s hacer una unidad mercenaria y ponerle una clasificaciÃ³n

basada en su tecnologÃa y experiencia. TambiÃ©n es Ãºtil en cuanto a la construcciÃ³n de un

contrato mercenario.Muy original. Pero para mi tiene un GRAN defecto(que me ha impedido



concederle 4 estrellas): La mÃ¡s de la mitad del libro estÃ¡ dedicada a otras Lanzas

mercenarias.Me parece un gran desperdicio.

I seem to have purchased a earlier issue of this work. Mine shows a different cover then the one

shown on . Its a great addition to the game, listing some 43 mercenary units from a wide range of

backgrounds and levels of experience. For the series BT Fan, this is a must have.
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